
 

Request Expenses 

Location for documenting remaining expected expenses including registration, ground 

transportation, and per diem. Expenses entered in Segments auto populate here. Users can 

allocate expenses to additional funding sources other than the primary funding in the Header. 

1. Select the Expense Type from the list on the right (use  to view this menu 

if not already visible) 

 

2. Enter Expense information as required and Save or Allocate 

a. “Daily Per Diem” calculates based on the final destination and business travel 

dates in the Header; meals and other deduction options are available on the 

Report 

 

  



 

b. Use “Other Expenses” to capture expenses without an assigned Expense Type 

(e.g. supplies or parking); more specific designations are available on the Report 

 

3. Once saved, the options to Allocate, Delete, and change are available 

Remember: The Request provides expected estimates of trip costs for the purposes of pre-trip 

approval and budgeting. True costs, expense itemizations, and final allocations are recorded on 

the Report. 

Allocate 

Allocating expenses on the Request informs Concur if additional approval routings are needed 

outside of those driven by the primary funding in the Header. Allocations also formerly 

document additional funding sources for the purposes of approval and budgeting. 

1. Select any expense from Expenses and click Allocate 

 

  



 

2. Select expenses to allocate and click Allocate Selected Expenses 

a. Segments are always allocated together on the Request 

b. The option to separately allocate Segments is available on the Report 

 

3. If assigning the full cost of selected expense(s) to one funding source different from the 

primary funding on the Header, enter the funding here and Save 

4. If assigning the cost of selected expense(s) to multiple funding sources, use Add New 

Allocation to enter additional funding and Save 

 

5. Allocate By provides options to allocate based on percentage or amount 

 

  



 

6. Click “Add to Favorites” to save the funding string for quick application to future 

allocations 

 

7. Once added, the allocation is available in the Favorites list 

 

8. Allocated expenses are indicated by the multi-colored pie chart icon 

 

 


